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U.S. planes blast
Viet transport route
SAIGON I AP> - American warplanes
blasted
North
Vietnam's
transportation system and military
depots with more than 300 raids
Wednesday for the third successive
day. but in South Vietnam fighting
remained in a general lull, military
spokesmen reported yesterday
Attention in Saigon was diverted
from the war to political developments
that touched off speculation that two
days of secret meetings in Paris
between U.S. presidential advisor
Henry A Kissinger and the North

Vietnamese had produced a settlement
of the war
The Saigon government moved
quickly to stop the reports,
confiscating two Vietnamese-language
newspapers that reported agreement
had been reached on a cease-fire and
President Nguyen Van Thieu would
resign
A third newspaper, known to reflect
the official views of the presidential
palace, said there has been no change
in the U.8 and South Vietnamese
positions and that if there is any

change at this time, it is on the North
Vietnamese side
ANALYSTS said they had no
evidence to tie the six-day battlefield
lull to the political developments They
reported that intelligence indicates
that none of 14 North Vietnamese
Divisions in South Vietnam has made
any moves to withdraw from the
country, but rather are using the lull to
regroup and resupply for a new wave of
attacks.
Increased terror, sapper and rocket
and mortar attacks are anticipated in
the Saigon region in the weeks prior to
the U.S. presidential election in
November
One terror attack was reported
yesterday morning A grenade was
hurled at a South Korean jeep in the
Chinese quarter of Saigon It fell into
the street, killing a Vietnamese
civilian and wounding four, the Saigon
command reported The terrorist
escaped.

Car
registration

And you thought registration wot oil over. Not to if you have a ca r on campus
and havon't hod it registered with Parking Services. A driver's license, auto
registration certificate and fee are required before a sticker can be issued.

Freed pilots reach New York

Voter registration
in Union ends today
The voter registration drive, to be continued today from 9 a.m. to 5
p m in the River Room. Union, registered 322 students yesterday,
according to the Board of Elections.
The registration drive is sponsored by the Office of Voter Facilitation
The two-day total for the on-campus registration drive is 704 students.
A spokesman for the Office of Voter Facilitation said the student
turnout for today's registration is expected to be better than either of the
first two days.
Ke said dormitory residence advisors have not been telling students of
the opportunity to register in the Union
However, since residence advisors were supposed to canvass students
last night, the spokesman is counting on a high turnout today
Greg Jackson, director of the Office of Voter Facilitation, reminded all
students who registered to vote in Bowling Green last spring that if they
have moved since then, they must report it to the Board of Elections.
Otherwise. Jackson said, they will be disenfranchised in November.

NEW YORK i API - Three American
pilots released from North Vietnamese
prison camps returned to their
homeland last night One said the
American people must bear the
"responsibility'' for bringing the
remaining 400 men out of captivity
The men were escorted by the small
band of antiwar activists into whose
hands they were delivered 12 days ago
by the North Vietnamese in Hanoi
Their plane landed at Kennedy
International Airport at 6:54 p.m.
As the Scandinavian Airlines System
jet touched down, it signalled another
stage in one of the stranger dramas of
the Southeast Asian war in which there
has been a tug of war between the
POWs chaperones and the U.S.
government
The three freed prisoners, all pilots,
are Lt. J. G Mark Gartley. 24. imprisoned for four years; Lt. J G
Norris Charles. 27, captive nine
months, and Maj Edward Elias, 34,
shot down five months ago
A Defense Department spokesman in
Washington said arrangements had
been made for a team of military officials, including physicians, to meet the
pilots upon their arrival at Kennedy
Airport in New York.
THE REMARK about responsibility
came from Charles. It was the
toughest, most politically oriented
statement to come out of an airport
news conference but none of the three
pilots would endorse a US presidential candidate or offer criticism or
support for American tactics in Vietnam
"It was my belief and the belief of
the men with whom I lived in Hanoi,''
said Charles, "that if the war is terminated, their return home will be certain. I have committed myself to do
everything in my power to work for
their return home "

Addressing himself to Americans,
Charles said: "I pondered the question
who can help me, or is responsible for
bringing these men home. It dawned
upon me that it was you. the American
people If you really want to bring
these men home you can do it If you
really want to end the war you can do
it
"1 and some of the men 1 left have a
great deal of faith and hope in you, the
American people I call on you to help
me in helping to bring these men
home.

Charles had been in prisoner of war
camps for nearly a year
A QUESTION on how the men might
try to influence American opinion was
replied to by Gartley, who had been
held for four years until his release 12
days ago.
Referring to a statement by actress
Jane Fonda that she found the POWs
backing the presidential candidacy of
Sen George McGovern. the flier said:
"Miss Fonda is not qualified to speak
for the general opinion of all the
prisoners of war

The number of opinions among the
prisoners of war are as many as the
number of prisoners themselves, and 1
personally cannot speak for the general
opinion if all the prisoners and I'm sure
it just can't be done," he said
Asked about his own choice. Gartley
said: "The issues and policies are not
completely clear to me What is clear
to me is that the men who are still
there must come home and whichever
policy is the one that can bring them
home is the one I can support the
most "

November 1 deadline set

Provost appointment due
HYI>»BVI>*
By Deaay Law
Staff Reporter

The University may have a
permanent provost by Nov. 1.
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. said
yesterday he hoped a permanent
appointment could be made by the
beginning of November. Dr. Stuart
Givens, chairman of the committee
screening applicants for the position,
added that his group will try to meet
the November deadline.
Former provost Dr. Stanley Coffman
resigned officially from the post Sept. I
to become president of the State
University of New York at New Platz.
Although Dr. Michael Ferrari has
served as acting provost since the
middle of the summer, he will not be
eligible for the permanent
appointment.
In a memorandum to the faculty and

<taff t-arlv
staff
early this vimmer
summer, President
Moore said he hoped that the acting
provost "will be a person .who. under
no circumstances would be...a
candidate for the position."
He said this stipulation was the "only
way to guarantee fair and equal
opportunity to the several likely
candidates within our present
faculty."
Dr. Ferrari said he will resume his
former duties as coordinator of
planning and budgeting as soon as the
permanent provost is appointed.
Even though Dr. Ferrari is only
acting provost, his appointment of Dr.
Richard Eakin as vice provost for
student affairs will stand.
Dr. Eakin, former associate dean of
the graduate school, was appointed to
the student affairs post on Aug. 8.
The provost is involved in recruiting
and evaluating academic personnel.

forming academic policy, developing
curricula and preparing academic
budget requests.
The screening committee received
the names of possible candidates from
a search committee made up of
representatives
from
Academic
Council, Faculty Senate, the student
body, the student affairs staff and
department chairmen.
The search committee was
disbanded on Sept. 15 after it submitted
its recommendations to the screening
committee, according to Dr David G.
Elsass. search chairman.
Dr. James G. Bond, former vice
president of student affairs, has also
left the University
Dr Bond was elected president of
California State University at
Sacramento on Aug. 14 He had been on
leave from the University since last
March

Kotsatos sketches student, trustee role
Most students seem to be in favor of a liberalized contraceptive program at the University,
according to Pete Kotsatos. student representative to the Board of Trustees
"Although I have not yet backed this opinion
with statistics, it seems to me the majority of students want the proposed policy." he said
The proposal, which must receive final approval from University trustees, calls for hiring
a full-time gynecologist at the Health Center to
prescribe birth control pills or other contraceptive devices
Any woman, married or single, could take advantage of the service as long as she is at least 18
years old No parental permission would be required
Kotsatos said he will distribute surveys to more
accurately determine student opinion on the
issue
The birth control proposal may be submitted to
the trustees at the board's Oct 12 meeting
"IF THE issue is handled wisely by the students and presented with thorough research and
statistics, the chances of board approval will be
increased." Kotsatos said.
He said the board will consider financial ramifi-

cations of the proposal and study its potential
benefits to students
"Eventually it will have to pass, but whether or
not it will be in my term. I really don't know."
Kotsatos said
He said the trustees tabled proposals to establish a University day care center and to lease
the University airport to the Wood County Airport
Authority to give them an opportunity for further
study
The day care resolution would have authorized
President Hollis A. Moore Jr to name a committee to draft plans for the center
The airport authority had requested a 40-year
lease for the airport and for sufficient lands to
construct and improve the east-west runway.
"THE TRUSTEES want to know how the proposals will benefit the University and community
More time and information Were needed before
any decisions can be reached." Kotsatos said
After attending board meetings and visiting
several trustees during the summer. Kotsatos
said he doesn't think the student representative
should have the right to vote on issues before the
board
"They're doing us a favor by letting us attend
You can't go in there and say, 'this is what we

want'-you have to win the respect of the board
members. I don't think the voting power is necessary at this time.' he said.
He said the Student Body Organization (SBOI is
working on a new election process for the representative which may produce more continuity
between terms of office
A smoother changeover in representatives
could convince trustees to give the student representative a vote, Kotsatos said
KOTSATOS said he plans to try to have the
trustees more actively involved in student affairs
this year.
He said he wants to organize a "Board of Trustees Day" to bring the trustees to campus to
"mingle with students and see what issues concern students."
"I want the trustees to meet the students One
student representative can't accomplish everything. As the board members talk to more students, they'll have a greater awareness of student
concerns." he said
Kotsatos said he also hopes to involve the trus-'
tees with University committees.
"If one trustee is not familiar with a particular
area. I'd like to have him attend a related com-

mittee meeting and talk to the members." he
said.
According to Kotsatos. the trustees deal most
often with financial considerations
The board meets in a work session the night
before its monthly meeting to study the proposals
on the agenda.
"THE PROS and cons of an issue are discussed
at length during this session This isn't an attempt
to stifle dissension at the board meetings, which
are open to the public, but to speed the process A
trustee meeting usually lasts more than two
hours
"Questions still come up at the meeting and
each trustee votes as he sees lit." he added
Kotsatos said the board wants students to present their views, but it also wants those views
backed by research.
"This is where I come in. My role is to establish
a functional rapport between students and trustees." he said.
Kotsatos said he needs a staff of qualified persons to assist him in this role
"I have a staff of eight which represents
various student groups on campus, but a staff
with members specializing in an area of concern,
such as residence hall policy, would be more
beneficial." he said.

P.t. Kolialoi
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Washington corruption
peace plan?
Amid strong denials from the White House, rumor is running
rampant that presidential advisor Henry A. Kissinger has
reached some peace agreement with North Vietnamese
negotiators.
Two factors added strength to the rumor-the length of the
negotiating session < two days instead of one) and the report that
the resignation of President Nguyen Van Thieu and consequent
replacement by a three-party coalition government might break
the deadlock.
A peace or non-peace could be a decisive factor in the
November elections.
This rumor, should it turn out to be fact, could easily sew up
the election for President Nixon.
We aren't saying there was necessarily any political finagling
involved in such a situation, if true.
But doesn't it seem awfully convenient for the President to
have peace at his fingertips just prior to his chance for reelection? (Provided the reports are factual.)
Peace would be a more than welcome sight
But we wouldn't like to think the President used it as part of a
political campaign.

» housing code
A two-part proposal expected to come before city council's
Oct. 2 meeting has the potential to improve student housing
conditions in Bowling Green.
The first part of the proposal is a housing code which would
create a Housing Board of Adjustments and Appeals and would
include one student member.
The code would specify minimum space and occupancy
requirements, provide for inspections and levy fines on
corporations or landlords for code violations.
The Board would hear appeals on and enforce the provisions of
the code.
The second part of the package would create a housing rental
license ordinance which would require landlords to obtain a
license if they wish to rent dwellings.
The license, subject to renewal each year, would be awarded
only if the condition of the dwellings is in compliance with the
code.
Adoption of this proposal could mean the end to cramming six
people into a four-person dwelling
It could put a stop to renting sub-standard size rooms to
students
It could demand improvements in housing that has faulty
wiring or plumbing that either leaks or clogs
Approval of the proposal would benefil both the students and
the townspeople.
Students would be able to rent off campus with the confidence
that the housing is safe and meets minimum living standards.
Townspeople would no longer have to put up with unsightly
student housing adjoining their property.
But the proposal needs the support of the University
community and the town community if it is to be approved
We urge all individuals who have any connect inn with off
campus housing to actively convey their support for the proposal
to city council and to attend a public hearing il one is held
The sooner the proposal is approved, the sooner student
housing '-. Bowling Green will become livable

By Nicholas voa Hoffmaa

The abiding concern of people in the
higher circles of politics and
journalism here is that they fall out of
touch with America. It's a settled
conviction that this city is the last
place to find out what's going on
But now. in the middle of this
peculiar non-campaign, a lot of people
are wondering if America may not be
out of touch with Washington. Don't
people know what's going on here or
don't they care'
By any measurable standard this is
the most publicly corrupt
Administration since Grant's second
term Both in size and boldness it
dwarfs the comparatively petty
scandals
of
the Warding
Administration.
Waving swiped everything that isn't
nailed down, gangs of ravenous
creatures now prowl the city with
crowbar in hand to pry loose and cart
away our remaining fixed public
assets, and still there is no cry. not
even a murmur about "the mess in
Washington." as it used to be called
when people got scandalized and angry
at the graft
ARE PEOPLE too cynical to react'
Do they think that all politicians are
crooks, so forget it? Don't they know,
or don't they appreciate the
gargantuan amounts of money being
diverted from the Treasury?
Or perhaps they have been led into
thinking that the government "waste
and inefficiency" they've been hearing
about for years is accidental and
inevitable.
It's neither. Rather it is deliberate
policy, whereby some few people get
rich by taking money that doesn't
belong to them. How this is done is
thoroughly explained and documented
by A Ernest Fitzgerald in a new book
called The High Priests of Waste"
(W.W. Norton, Inc., N.Y., 18.95).
Kitzgerald was the civilian Air Force
official who was fired by Melvin Laird
when he told Congress about the
"Great Plane Robbery." as he calls
the C-5A, the huge military transport
plane whose wings and motors fall off.
Kitzgerald estimates that one billion
dollars was "stolen" in the process of
developing and manufacturing this
worthless aircraft. And that is the big
point about the galloping corruption in
Washington. It's no longer marginal.
As men like Kitzgerald point out. the
thefl is so gigantic it is a major
inflationary force in our economy. Not
only that, but it is imperiling our
national defense
MISSILES THAT poop out, tanks
that don't fire, helicopters that can't
whirl properly, destroyers that are
only
fit
for
destroying
themselves we're doing what Nixon
said he was against—we are
unilaterally disarming, not through
policy, but through greed.
Many people have just had to assume
for their sanity's sake that all of this

Lerrers

no food improvement
CAUTION The Surgeon (ieneral has
determined that eating may be
hazardous to your health
True or false" At Bowling Green
Slate University it's true Somebody
should get Ralph Nader to look into
Kood Services
Many ol you have been away from
school for the summer 1 envy VOU
Renvmber the good old cafeteria"

Well, some ol us stuck around here this
pas) summer ami I'm sorry to report
NO IMPROVEMENT
What's lor supper tonight" Dig this
probably veal parmesan. mashed
potatoes anil chicken gravy Whoever
thought thai one up has got one hell of
an Imagination!
TOMORROW' Spaghetti and sauce

concert fanscheafed
One of the members of the l.oggm
Messina band commented after their
appearance at the Anderson Arena,
"this looks like a loser's dressing
room I'e wasn't relerring to the
winning Hi. Kalcons
Several thousand students and
faculty turned out tor what was an
excellent rock-folk-country bill at the
acoustical chamber of horrors where
we stage our rock concerts They were
cheated
Casey Kelly and the Loggin Messina
band put on one ol the better shows in
these parts without resorting to the
usual killer volume needed to turn on
audiences But. who is to know"
Certainly not the band They couldn l
hear themselves Either could the
audience Three dollar transistors
have better sound output The band's
equipment was not to blame

rope off the stage and threaten the
audience with Immediate termination
of the show should ANYONE venture
pasl the sacred boundaries
Rock concerts should be tree lorm
Instead »«• got an evening more uptight
than the Johnny Cash Kolsom Prison
soundtrack Tis a real shame
I do not know who is responsible tor
this situation The promoter denies
guilt Perhaps the maintenance folks
have done it again
I really doubt such a foul up for
sound and seating would have occurred
at one of our more significant sports
events or military parades
Perhaps there is a message to be
learned from all of this, but I doubt
anyone in authority really cares
II they did this fiasco would not have
taken place

TO MAKE matters worse some
genius in the administration decided to

R Serge Denisoll. Editor
Popular Music and Society
Associate professor ol sociology

(luess what's for lunch the day after"
Baked spaghetti Love that variety!
If you had trouble making it through
a quarter on your meal coupons last
year. well. SURPRISE! They've
raised the prices!
On top of that, no more specials
(Remember them"I Last year, on the
average, you could spend $2.08 per day
and make it through the quarter
It wasn't easy was it" It'll be tougher
now' Pave no fear though- there will
still be people selling their $40 coupon
books for $20 and less That's cool
We've all got $20 to throw out. Right?
Some of you new students will
probably think the food is good Wait
until the end of the quarter! If you
think it's good then, it's obvious your
mother cooks for the Army. I feel
sorry for you.
WHAT CAN we do about it" Go on a
hunger strike' That doesn't seem
practical Burn down the cafeteria"
No Tuition costs have risen enough
Why not join me in the course I will
tollow this year If your food is too
greasy, if it's too cold, or if there is
more fat than there is meat, take it
back to a manager and complain
We're not paying $160 per quarter for
garbage. We're paying $160 per quarter
for food-food fit for consumption So,
let's demand it'
Remember If you feel sick after
you've eaten, don't worry There's
nothing wrong with you-it's the food
Slick your finger down your throat
and choke for a while. It'll do wonders
Tom Rail
338 Compton

comes about through the corruption
and stupidity of middle-level
bureaucracy; but Fitzgerald shows
that, to the contrary, the highest
officials authorize overpaying
corporations for work they have not
yet done on equipment that will not
work when it is finally made
They know they are sending our own
people to their deaths in sub-standard
equipment, and that's why they fire,
demote, silence and isolate the men
who have had the guts and love of
country to complain.
Pave any of the men in government
or industry responsible for the C-5A.
the P-lll. the Cheyenne helicopter, the
DE-10S2 destroyer or the rest of the
useless multi-billion-dollar junk been
put in jail? No, they've been promoted
or their companies have been given
loans and new contracts

NOW YOU can see why a man
like John Connally. who was so deeply
involved in the Lockheed affair, is
panicked at the thought of McGovern's
election. Now you can also see why a
Melvin Laird calls McGovern's
proposed cut in military expenditures
the white flag of surrender
So it would look to one who marches
under the green flag of corruption.
Under a McGovern budget what would
be left for their buddies to steal?
Nor does the corruption stop at the
water's edge Another book explains
how billions of dollars worth of
American equipment, food and
supplies are stolen in Vietnam c'The
Greedy War" by James I'amilton
Paterson. David McKay Company.
Inc.. N.Y. $5.95.)
Here we learn from the testimony of

an American security man that every
day in Phnom Penh there is enough
stolen American war material to equip
a division. That must explain why the
North Vietnamese hover around the
Cambodian capital without trying to
capture it It's their supply base.
Both at home and abroad the pattern
is the same. The Nixon Administration
came into a degenerately corrupt
situation left by the Johnson people and
then built on it.
No rascals were thrown out; they
just formed Democrats for Nixon
committees as everybody joined forces
for the great looting and grew more
bodacious That's what's going on in
Washington, and the people in the 50
states had better wise up to it or get
ready to pay like they've never paid
before.
NkBBSSJJM rW*kie fMM> MhaM

hoffa advocates reform
By William F. Backley Jr.
James R. Koffa still maintains he
was framed, and in fact is going into
court yet again with some kind of
affidavit to the effect that the principal
witness against him was lying
I have no received opinion on the
matter. The guilt of Jimmy Koffa is
not. like the innocence of Major
Dreyfus or the guilt of Alger Piss, one
of those axial certitudes around which
one organizes one's life
It is unquestionably true that Bobby
Kennedy sought after Hoffa s guilt
more earnestly than Galahad sought
after the Poly Grail, and one's general
feel of the situation suggests that a
quick inspection of Poffa's career
would prompt an actuary to hold out
great hope for the Kennedy mission.
Poffa's union, after all. was kicked
out of the AFL-CIO in the late fifties by
the Ethical Practices Commission,
best remembered for having received
the jibe of John L. Lewis who desired
to know in a telegram whether it had
yet "discovered any ethical practices
in the labor union movement
STILL, IF Kennedy made politics out
of sending Poffa to prison, it is not
altogether convincing to charge, as has
been done, that Nixon is making
politics by releasing Poffa from
prison.
It is true that Nixon got Poffa out on
bail But Poffa had served 58 months of
a 13-year-sentence. and that hardly
suggests overweening clemency.
And most importantly, though it is
true that Poffa has come out for the
reelection of Nixon, how is this out of
character? Poffa first came out for the
election of Nixon as president in 1960
Indeed, there are those who take that
datum as critical in stimulating the
prosecutunal zeal of the AttorneyGeneral of the United States
Poffa's experiences in prison have
made him a zealous advocate of reform He was in prison in Lewisburg.
considered among the two or three
most genteel prisons in the federal
system, but even there Poffa charges
that 85 per cent of the guards are mere
time-servers, and that five per cent of
them are true sadists
HE TELLS you that the medical
treatment given to inmates of
Lewisburg is so bad that a principal

so they say
Bobby Kischer. world chess
champion, at a New York reception in
honor of his recent championship:
I want to eeay a vlclen rumor II to
aot tne thai Heary Klntoger paoaea
me la Reykjavik to tell me the moves.

fear of the prisoners is that they should
take sick
He tells you that homosexuality is so
rampant, that 45 per cent of the
inmates are either sexual agressors. or
their victims.
The food, he maintains, is almost
sadistically inedible.
And the dehumamzation all but
systematic, ranging from silly and
arbitrary rules governing the length of
the inmate's hair, to practices
concerning the inmates dress (if you
are 5'5" tall, and it happens that the
day you come in for trousers the supply
room only has a set designed for a man
six feet tall, the solution is simple; the
guard cuts off the bottom seven inches
of the pantlegs. I
On the other hand. Poffa's
predilections are pretty uninflected
Thus he takes it for granted that the
pistol that found its way into the hand
of George Jackson was given to him
not by the young lawyer who went in to
visit him. but by a guard
The fact of the matter is that no
prison system is successful insofar as
prisons are conceived as
rehabilitative 'Our prisons should be
humane." says New York's Roger
Starr, "because they should be
humane."
Quite right But it ought not to be
supposed that by making them humane
we are achieving any other purpose

than their humanity, which is more
than enough justification for them.
HOFFA APPEARS to believe that
the organizing principle for reform is
segregation Prisons to begin with, he
says, oughtn't to be larger than 350
inmates.
And these should be carefully
segregated according the the nature of
the offense, age. and temperament
Above all, homosexuals should be
grouped together Men over 30 should
be together The violent should be kept
together.
One sometimes gets the.feeling that
all these reticulations, finely drawn,
would have left James Hoffa the sole
occupant of one federal prison, but
however exaggeratedly he makes the
point, it is a sound one Why isn't it
instantly acted upon'
Money, says Hoffa. Money is
everything. But there is no lobby for
the money necessary to expand and
reform our prisons, he says, and for
that reason they are a casualty of
democratic politics.
Poffa's views on union organization
are as despotic and one-sided as ever
But he is a powerful organizer, and
though public opinion is not his forte,
the nation will greatly benefit if he
succeeds in dramatizing his case for
prison reform.
ih—«li ami
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Supported by big-city mayors

McGovern pledges urban aid
WASHINGTON (AP) Backed by 29 big-city
mayors. Sen
George
McGovern yesterday
pledged a sweeping program
of urban help including an
"emergency" boost of $4
billion in revenue sharing
At a news conference in
which he introduced two
new campaign teams of
metropolitan officials.
McGovern declared the
election "will determine the
fate of American cities for
the next two decades "
The South Dakotan
attacked the Nixon
administration's records on
schools, housing, transportation and crime while
denouncing in even stronger
terms "the unconscionable
policy of deliberately
putting people out of work "

Reroofing

Workman reroofing tho pottage bolwoon University and
Hanna Hallt may havo to allow for unit oxlra cloan-up
lima whtn tho job it completed.

Mayor John Lindsay of
New York said McGovern
offers a knowledgeable and
meaningful approach" to
urban ills whereas
the
administration. in its
rhetoric, continues to
exploit (ear "
Kevin White of Boston.
Kenneth Gibson of Newark.
N J . Thomas Luken of
t'incinnati and Homan S
Gribbs of Detroit were
among the other mayors
voicing their support ol the
I VIIUHTUIIC nominee

THEN he headed back to
Washington, to get a personal report from Henry A
Kissinger, presidential advisor, on two days of talks

with North Vietnamese
negotiators in Pans
Before Nixon flew back to
the Capital, the White House
issued a statement in his
name turning back to politics with the claim of
"steady progress toward the
new prosperity" in California and nationally.
Since Tuesday night Nixon
had been on a campaign mission that took him to New
York, San Francisco and Los
Angeles, with SI ,000 fundraising affairs the main
event in each city.
NIXON campaigners said
they raised more than SI 5
million at the New York dinner. $600,000 in San Francisco, and a record $1.75
million in Los Angeles
The President remarked
Wednesday night on that
showing as "the biggest
dinner in the whole historv

Nixon assistant to speak
on women in government
Judith Moore Kaufman, staff assistant to President
Nixon, will speak on "Women's Role in Federal
Government" Monday. Oct 2. at 730 p.m in the Pink
Dogwood Room. Union
Kaufman joined the White House staff in November, 1971
and now works for Herb Klein, the President's
communications director Her area of emphasis is special
communications projects on President Nixon's efforts to
achieve equal opportunities for women
The program is sponsored by Cultural Boost and is free
and open to the public

First United Methodist
Church
located diagonally across from
Harshman Hall on East Wooster

is here to serve you
Sunday Morning Worship

of American politics "
In his statement last night
on the economy. Nixon said
"Californians can take satisfaction in our steady progress toward the new prosperity-progress in which
they share fully."
CALIFORNIA is Nixon s
home state and, with 45 elec-

Kent program

MCGOVERN
wal
accompanied by 10 mayors
whom he had signed up for
his "Urban Policy Panel"
and
'Mayors
for
McGovern." groups he said
were still counting
enlistments with 29 already
onboard

KENT
i.U'i Citing what he
calls a mood ol eroded confidence in
higher education." Kent Stale I'm
vanity President Glen A Olds has
announced that the university will
undertake a statewide effort to seek
additional support for higher education
olds told faculty members Wed
neaday night that Kent Stale will join
with other state universities to organize "a systematic statewide
education,-I program " Pe said he
hopes the program "will ailed legis
lative action
for the next biennium."
ouis saui the proposed effort would
invoke students, alumni, trustees.
faculty members and friends of the
public universities In Ohio

toral votes, the biggest single prize in the presidental
election
Sen
George
McGovern, the Democratic
presidental nominee, has
said victory in California is
imperative to his election
hopes

Bomb threat
TEL AVIV (AIM
Police have
detained a young Israeli for telephoning a bomb threat to the American Embaasj here, officials reported

yesterday

Nixon said, "I want very
much to carry California "

BEER

HOT D0G1

Kellogg Road
Tontogany, Ohio

SOUPS

1-9 P.M. Mon.-Sat.

A spokesman said the man told em
bassy officials he was a member of
the
Black
September
guerrilla
organization and there was a bomb in
the building
An official stalled the caller while
police traced the call A 23-year old
.lall.i iii.iu was caught ill a public telephone booth moments later, the
spokesman said

LIGHT
LUNCHES

999 SOUTH MAIN ST.

SPECIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
OFFER.
Scholarship Includes: 2-year tuition
free' $100
monthly. Book allowance, lab fees, etc.
How to qualify:
Just send in the coupon, or talk to the Professor of
Aerospace Studies on your campus (If you're class
of '76, next year is your year.)
US Air Force Recruiting Service
Directorate of Adverlmng (RSAV)
Randolph Air Force Bate
Te.oi 78US
Pleaie iend me more mlormotion on your ?yeor ** holorihip
program

City

B.rih Dote
Se«
County

Present College

10 years off Arthur H Bremcr's 63year prison sentence for the shooting
of Alabama Gov George C Wallace
and three other persons
The Prince Georges County
Circuit Court judges gave no reason
for the reduction
They reduced the sentence of
assault with intent to murder Wallace
from 15 years to 10 years and took five
years off the 15-year term imposed
for using a gun in a crime of violence
The other sentences against Bremer
were left untouched

No debate
COLUMBUS
(API
Sen
George McGovern s Ohio campaign
manager called upon President
NbUM'S stale campaign organization
yesterday to agree to a debate
between the two candidates in Ohio

Pentagon denial
WASHINGTON
.API - The
Pentagon denies it has put espionage
equipment in gift packages sent to
American war prisoners in North
Vietnam.
The North Vietnamese have said
they discovered espionage equipment
inside such items as tubes of
toothpaste and bars of soap that were
intended for the prisoners
But the Pentagon said Wednesday
it does not even see letters and
packages sent by relatives of the
prisoners.

The otter by Richard Sklar was
promptly rejected by Charles Hoss,
Chairman of the Ohio campaign lor
Re-election of the President

Sentence cut
UPPER MARLBORO, Md (API A three-judge appeals panel today cut

'Dinner Dates'

Luncheon Special
Tues.
Wed.
Thur.
Fn.
Sat.
Mon.

Sept. 29
Oct. 6

Kavioli
Mamcolti
Swiss Steak
Golden Deep Pried Perch
Ham & Cheese Omelet
Fettucinl
Summer mid |»l.itrs .in- .ilwayft available

TIIK AIIOVKINl 1,1 IIKSMOMI'KTTI S

Lcl s go over to Petti's lor
some home-made spaghetti maybe she'll be through
when we gel back!"

SALAD.

1

$135

iiKKAiiam riKii

nu'luilifin

btvtraff

DAILY SPECIAUMa Poll is Soup
Sandwich ft Beverage $1.25

HR. 10 A.M.-1 P.M. DAILY

Nome

increase in serious crime in
the last three years and
"some i'ii IIKI drug addicts
still roam the streets "
l'e said that a somewhat
optimistic statistical report
released by the FBI late
yesterday had been
"sanitized" and shows only
that We're getting worse
more slow I v
McGovern left the news
conference for his retreat on
Maryland s eastern shore,
with no further campaign
planned until next week

HOMEMADE SOUP OR ITALIAN

"FOOD TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET"

Addren

Next to Sunset Nite Club
Seven miles northwest of B.G.

IV said defense cuts plus
loophole-closing tax reforms
would finance the urban
schemes
without
"increasing by SI the tax of
anyone on a salary
McGovern said the
administration, "despite the
talk of law and order, had
permitted a 30 per cent

niEH

CLASS OF 75 ONLY

Village Aquariums

cities

HOT DOGS

HOOAM

Tropical Fish and Supplies
at Reasonable Prices

sharing as "a very welcome
step." McGovern said. "I
would increase thai
program another $4 billion
in emergency fiscal relief to

newsnoTes

Nixon emphasizes value
of cancer cure research
LOS ANGELES lAP) •
President Nixon, his political treasury more than 13 8
million the richer for two
days of campaigning, said
yesterday that history may
mark the V S -Soviet agreement to cooperate in medicine as a "great turning
point ' in man's struggle
against cancer and other
disease
Nixon set aside outright
campaigning to tell the National Cancer Conference
that agreements on arms
control, space and trade
may claim the headlines,
"but I know and you know
that there is no battle more
important than the one
you're waging "

Hichard Daley of Chicago
and Joseph Alioto of San
Francisco were named as
other leaders of the groups
although they were not
present
McGovern said his
administration "as one of its
first acts" would look to the
urban policy panel, headed
by Gibson, for the nation's
first long-range urban
development plan
WHILE he hailed the
recent congressional
compromise on revenue

Stole

Zip

Future College

Soc Sec 0

FIND YOURSELF A SCHOLARSHIP
_ JNAIR FORCE_ROTC

(changed daily i

Join the 55 Club
4 to 6 P.M.

ALPINE VILLAGE
downtown
Bowling Green

IMC

PI KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY

HOUSE PARTY
Saturday Night 8 'til 12
featuring

JAKE McCABE
ALL INTERESTED MEN and WOMEN
COME OVER TO THE PIKE HOUSE
North-West Corner New Fraternity Row (Look for the fire engine)
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Foresee diplomatic relations

China, Japan reach for ties
PEKING (API - Chini il
ready to establish diplomatic relations with Japan,
opening the door to a new
era and ending 7H yean "I
hostility
between
Bail
Asia's
most
populous
nations
Premier ("hou En-Lai announced the decision yettei
day night II a banquet
rounding oil his summit
talks with Kakuci T.m.ik.i
the Japanese prime mlnlsttl
who dared to step into negotiations his predec-essors bad
shunned
'We arc going to end the
abnormal stale ol affairs
which has existed up to
now." ("hou said
Agreements b>
Peking
and Tokyo end llicu sialc ol

war and go beyond Ihe rela
tionship ol consultation sel
up by i In HI and I'resident
Nixon lasi February
THERE STILL are no lor
mal diplomatic relationi be
tween
Washington
and

Peking
The Nixon administration
continues to deal with diplomats representing Chiang
k.n shek-an
archcriminal
in
the
eyes
ol
the
( omniums! government that
ousted him from the mainland in I -*4«i Bui the United
Stall's has made it clear it
considers Taiwan to be parl
ol China
A communique today may
specify just how Japan propuses to treat Taiwan The

expectation
is that this
statement
by Chou and
Tanaka will rupture the
diplomatic relations with
Taiwan
that Japan
has
maintained lor 22 years
Taiwan is crucial to a
Tokyo Peking
understanding Japan ruled the is-

Auditions for "Conquest of
My Brother." a documentary of how the American
Indian was forced to give up
his lands, will be held Monday Irom 7 to 9 .10 p.m. in
115 Education Bldg
Dr Roger Gross, director,
said the cast will include

washboard band

f\T

THE

SUCCESS

Chou-Tanaka

of

the

negotiations

had been forecast Wednesday when Mao Tse-tung received the Japanese leader
for an hour's tete-a-tete.
Tanaka said that normal
relations are only the first
step, and that he will try his
best to continue the trend of
rapprochement

Play auditions Monday

phi wu

4>M

land lor many years beginning in 1*94. after a defeat of China in war. Japan
has about $4 billion invested
there and is the island's
major trading partner.

eight persons who will share
more than 100 roles
Dr. Gross, who directed
last year's "Henry IV." said
he would like to have as
many ethnic groups represented in the cast as possible.
"The play is about a
majority that rapes a minority, so I want people who can
understand what that is
like." he said "I'd also like
people who care about the
American Indian "
DR. GROSS said those two
criteria will be more important than the technical expertise displayed during the
try-outs.
Musicians are also needed

^

A E n "~' y r i

for guitar, banjo and drums.
Interested persons should
also attend the Monday night
auditions.
The play will run Nov. 1518 in the Main Auditorium,
University Pall. It will also
be this year's entry in the
National College Festival.

Homecoming
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Mill

As Hi Thomas Anderson,
associate
professor
of

enjoyable ways
your money."

geography,

But Dr Anderson and 13
students chose to make such
a
trip
this
month
to
Clarksville, Tennessee The

says,

"Not

everyone wants to go on a
geography field trip. Let's
face it. there are more

to

spend

$4.50 FOR 8 LESSONS

IH

on information obtained through questionnaires distributed

Geography field camp

7 9 P.M. - WAYNE ROOM
HIIIIIMII

the

to the student body.

BRIDGE LESSONS

VJ,

1972 Homecoming commit toe met yesterday in

Student Courtroom, Student Service* Bldg. to discuss the
format of this year's festivities. A decision will be made based

issue

WED. NIGHTS - OCT. 4 - NOV. 29

.IIIIIH

The

Phone 372-2343
Register U.A.O. OFFICE - UNION

BIG SIS-LITTLE SIS PICNIC
SATURDAY
SEPT. 30
AT THE
CITY PARK
AT 11:30

PICK
LUNCHES UP
IN YOUR DINING
HALL BETWEEN
9:30 TO 11:00
ON THE 30th
OF SEPTEMBER

group,
members of a
Geography 410 class, spent
two
weeks
studying
geographic aspects of the
Montgomery County area.
ALTHOUGH the course is
a requirement for all liberal
arts geography majors, it is
also open to any other
interested student
"Because the orientation
is
toward
geography,
obviously
the
more
geography you've had, the
better, Dr Anderson said "
But he added"that textbooks
did not prepare the student
for
the
field
camp
experience
Students in the six-hour
course first met on campus
on Sept I, before leaving for
Tennessee The deadline for
the field reports was Sept.
23
Dr
Anderson said he
acted mainly as a guide for
the students. "I try to set a
situation and let the students
gravitate
to
what
they
prefer. Their decision as to
whether they work as a
team
or
individually
depends on what they're

interested
in,
and
the
personal relationships they
form," he explained
The geography field camp
gives
the
students
"experience in doing what
professional
geographers
do." Dr. Anderson said
"They are charged with the
task
of
investigating
something with geographic
implications in a certain
locale
STUDENTS
projects
ranged all the way from a
study of the snuff industry in
Montgomery
County
to
definitions of trade areas in
the city of Clarksville
Dr Anderson said he is
pleased with the results of
this year's trip. Ke is
considering conducting next
summer's field camp in
Clarksville again
r.'e said the local people
were very receptive and
helpful to his students "It
was a good chance for
people on the backroads to
meet college students, and
vice
versa."
said
Dr.
Anderson.

AUDITIONS FOR CARNATION
ROOM COFFEEHOUSE
October 3-4-5
6:00 - 8:00 P.M.
in the

Carnation Room - Union
BOXLUNCHES
MUST BE
PREORDERED

CAMPUS

777e Newly Remodeled

GIGOLO
165 N. MAIN ST.

Wed. IMite
Draft Nite
k
2 Cover - All the Draft you can drink

Thurs. Nite
2 for 1 - Live Band

Fri. & Sat. Nite
Live Band
50* COVER

EVERYONE WELCOME
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Vlan, Do, Talk'
nursery opens

Music trio
to perform
in Union

Two University graduates
have opened a new nursery
school designed to help
parents with irregular
working hours
Plan. Do and Talk,
described as a children's
early learning center,
opened Wednesday at 115
East Oak St., formerly the
site of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Uay Saints
Wayne and Toinette
Trainor are directing the
center Trainor was a
teacher in the public school
system for five years while
Ms Trainor is certified to
teach
children
in
kindergarten and the
primary grades

"Sinful Stre«t. a trio
composed
of Paula
Lockhart. David Lisker and!
Mike Bresler. will appear
Sunday at 8 p.m. in the
Cardinal Room. Union
The trio is an acoustic
group with Lockhart on
piano. Lisker on guitar, and
Bresler on several different
instruments All three share
the vocals
About half of their material is composed by the members themselves They also
perform 'old music, such
as rag lime, swing, earlyrock, old blues, show music
and burlesque Other styles
include mountain, jugband
and music from other countries

•JF JVM^VI W. BlfWB

Nursery

Roun* Crow, instructor at tho 'Plan, Do, Talk' nursery school
catch**

The concert, sponsored by
Cultural Boost, is free and
open to the public

school

tho

attention

of

thoso

two

youngsters

with

a

storybook. Tho center aids working parents.

THE CENTER offers both
all-day and half-day
sessions Hours are 7 30
a.m. to 5 30 p.m. for the fullday session. 9 a.m. to noon
for the morning session and I
to 4 p m for the afternoon
session

Welfare plan needs Nixon ok
WASHINGTON (API
Sen Abraham A Ribicoff
i D-Conn i yesterday introduced a substitute welfare
reform proposal and said it
could become law il President Nixon would support it.
But he said he now had
grave doubts the President
still supported the Family
Assistance Plan IFAPI he
first asked Congress to
enact in 1969
Instead. Ribicoff told the
Senate, he believed the administration now had
decided to use "the welfare
mess'' as a political football

in a presidential election
year
The senator's new substitute was cut back considerably from the welfare reform proposal which he
introduced in October last
year
THE ORIGINAL amend
ment called for a payment of
$3,000 for a family of four
That payment would rise to
the poverty level, or at least
$4,000. in five years
1'is substitute introduced
today would fix a $2,600
payment, close to the $2,400
advocated by Nixon This

would increase at the same
rate as the cost of living
Ribicoff said his new plan
had been worked out in consultation with high administration officials, including
Klliot L Richardson. Secretary of Health. Education
and Welfare
1'e said Richardson had
urged the President to accept it at a White 1'ouse
meeting in June but that
Nixon declined to do so
HOWEVER, Richardson
issued a statement making it
clear that the administration
was standing fast in support

WAWR modifies format
with 'progressive' policy
WAWH-KM has begun a
new program schedule designed to teach its audience
about progressive music
The new programming
begins at 4 p.m each day
with Four O'clock Rock."
a program devoted to the
rock music of the 1955-1970
period. Particular emphasis
is placed on the music of the
mid-sixties. Stone said
AT I p.m. the station
explodes into progressive
rock" as Stone begins his
own show He is followed
from 9pm until the 1 a.m.
sign-off by Jeff Murphy

Both feature the newest
trends and releases in progressive music.
Stone said one difference
in programming this year
will be fewer request recordings "We're trying to
get away from just being a
person's turntable." he said
In place of requests, an
effort will be made to play
the best and newest albums
as soon as they are released,
often before many AM stations have access to them
Stone said WAWR-FM is
going to follow in the foot-

steps of the best progressive
stations in the country.
"We want to be progrt-ssive." he said. "We're tired
of people being babied by
their music ."

of FAP as it war included in
the Social Security-Welfare
bill which passed the House
last year.
Ribicoff's plan injects a
new element into the Senate
debate on the giant Social
Security welfare bill
His proposal came onlyone day after the Senate
adopted by a 76-5 vote a proposal by Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield to lift the
ceiling on the amount retired persons can earn without losing social security
benelits
Mansfield's amendment
pegs the ceiling at $.1,000 a
year, compared with the
present limit of $1,680. Some
1.5 million persons could
benefit from the new ceiling
during the first year.
RIBICOFF offered his
compromise in hopes ol defeating the rival workfare
approach drafted by the
Senate Finance Committee
and inserted into the bill
A showdown vote on his
plan and workfare. as well

.is Nixon's family assistance
plan could come next week
Nixon's plan was included in
the bill as it passed the
House but rejected by the
Senale Finance Committee
in favor of workfare
If both the Ribicoff
amendment and the Nixon
plan are rejected, liberals
then will strive to eliminate
workfare from the bill

Cost is $5 for a full dav and
$2 50 for a half day
Twenty-one children are
already enrolled at the
center Although the state
allows up to 40 children in a
building the size of Plan. Do
and Talk. Trainor said he d
like to keep enrollment
down to about 30 children
during any one session
Parents can enroll their
children in almost an
infinite combination of
schedules, ranging from five
full-day sessions a week to
just one half-day session
"We think this will be
especially beneficial to
faculty and students who
have irregular class or study
schedules." Trainor said
The center employs three
full-time staff members and
several student and parent
volunteers.

175 N. MAIN

CHILDREN are noi
segregated according to age
or sex. bul instead are
encouraged to mix together
as much as possible
Activities are designed so
children can move from one
project to another whenever
they want
However.
Trainor said the staff tries
to keep activities from being
so open that the children feel
insecure
The church is divided into
"blocks."' including a
painting area, pel area. TV
room i tuned in to such
programs as
Sesame
Street" I. and lunchroom

BARGAIN TIMK SUNDAY 7 » P.M. M.M PER PERSON

wm

BO opens at 6 45

B%' •'

NOW SHOWING
THRU SUNDAY
Cloud Mo*. & Tie

>.WH»

KNITTY GRITTY SAYS

fan

Shown at 7:50
It's What They Did Off Duty That's Really Dramatic!

"Night Call Nurses"

WELCOME!

at 9:40

"Private Duty Nurses"

EVERYONE

Ciogum Rated R

plus

Mid Night show in s Sai "Student Nmses"

DANCE TO THE -

PRIMARY COLORS
EVERY

THURSDAY IS STUDENT MTE • SI.00 - I ll.S REQl'IRKIV

SUNDAY - OPENING Til. 3 P.M. - ADULTS SIM

THUR. FRI. i SAT.
(RFMEMBER THUR. NIGHT IS ? FOR I)

BACHELORS III 89is.MAIN

i one* mmti AM> warr co»on«au
con w luxunv uniRiAi—
Air ( ondilionrd For Your Comfort
NOW E.r I 30 9 30 Sal I Son ? 10 3 50 5 40 7 30 9 30

YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING
UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN .

EVERYTHING*

WANT YOUR
WAGON PAINTED?
.. your Volkswagen that is . ..

• JACK WUWSCMAAUSH JOf't
»-HJ 8f»0OS»> GOUI0 P'tx)wct<c*

WOODYALLENS
"EVERYTHING
YOU ALWAYS

WANTED TO
KNOW

in colors and patterns that are bound to make
you and your "bug" the talk of the
campus ... or to say the least make
your car easy to find in the parking lot.
Get in on the fun. If you're
the owner/driver of a
Volkswagen "bug," complete
and mail the coupon below.
If you're one of a select group
chosen, Marathon will paint
your "bug," and get this . . .
The lucky "bug" jockeys will
also get $200.00 worth of
Marathon gasoline
Get with it. . . you'll be
right with Marathon I

ABOUT SEX
H --£■

United Artists

'BUT WERE
AFRAID
TO ASK"

NOW f «t I 9 30 S»l b Sun 2 t 30 7 9 30

•BTMPI'I

M He did away with
Lj beautiful women.

MARATHON OIL COMPANY /
V
Room 2626
/JMs\\
539 South Main Street
{ ■Wei )
Flndlay, Ohio 46840
\JJfJ25/
I am a student at tha University and drive a Volkswagen
"bug." Tall me more about your "Mara-Bug" program.

CITY_

-ZIP-

LI Freshman O Sophomore LJ Junior Ll Senior
YEAR OF VOLKSWAGEN

WE'RE NEW TOO!
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Women mobilizing for equal rights issue
By Teresa C. Pills
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBUS I API
Ohio
women are beginning lo
mobilize for a legislative
blitz in November on the
Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA I

With elections out of the
way. politicians should be
ripe lor approaching on the
controversial
issue -and
110.000
women
are
committed to buttonholing
lawmakers to get them to
push for ratification
We're
aiming
for

RUMMAGE
SALE
9-5 SAT.; SEPT. 30, 1972
SPONSORED BYJA YCEES AND JA YCETTS
CORNER OF SUMMIT & NAPOIEON

passage this session." said
Mary Miller. President of
the Ohio Commission on the
Status of Women
'We have our rosters of
House
and
Senate
committee members and
we re making sure that we.
and everybody else, know
where they stand on the
amendment
A committee of women to
head the ratification drive
was formed this month
during
a
daylong
conference
on
the
amendment at Ohio Slate
University
Committee
members will be
getting
together very soon" lo map
strategy
lor
the drive.
Miller said
Primary target ol ERA
proponents is the Senate

Rules Committee where the
bill has been sitting since
April
Rep Robert Manning IR94
Akroni
told
the
conference, "If the Senate
passes the amendment, the
I.'ouse will pass it before
December and Ohio will
ratify
the
equal
rights
amendment " The bill needs
five committee votes to
bring it to the floor
The measure's counterpart in the House Is in the
House Slate Government
Committee,
of
which
Manning
is
chairman
Manning said he lacks the
required 12 votes necessary
to bring it to a floor vote
The
Equal
Rights
Amendment, which states
Equality of rights under

CAMPUS FLICKS & CARTOONS
9/29/72
FRIDAY
9/30/72
SATURDAY

MAN CALLED HORSE
6, 8:30 AND 11:00

LE MANS
6. 8:30 AND 11:00

(plus cartoons)

FREE! MAIN AUD. • U. HALL

of
the
1972
Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Act.
Union opposition to the
amendment is diminishing.
Miller contends.
Several
women from the Toledo
Area
Council
of
Union
Women
attended
the
organization meeting this
month "and the United Auto
Workers are very much for
us." she said
One of the things the equal
rights
amendment
will
accomplish, she said, is
equal admission standards
at educational institutions

husbands and wives and
parents and children." she
said
"But
the
only
relationship it will affect are
the legal ones."
The
AFL-CIO
claims
ratification
of
the
amendment will wipe out
protective labor laws for
women But Miller contends
these laws have already
been wiped out as the result

"Our facilities are made
for half men. half women,
enrollment." he said
If we
just opened up admission,
we'd have all girls

Copr

ACROSS
I Unharmed.
5 Inlereala.
10 Part of ■
porket.
14 Pearl Buck
character.
15 Musical aound.
16 Wolf: Span.
17 Uaeful information: 3 word*.
20 Tral by •
chrmiral procesa.
21 Coagulate.
22 Wealher word.
23 Hindu aacetic.
25 Yelled.
27 Badly: Prefix.
28 Palra.
32 Man's name.
33 Red cedar.
35 Forthwith.
36 Tut a atop to.
37 By the way.
38 Digit.
39 On.-', yeara.
40 Crrtain weapon*,
tl Opera art in
Egypt.
12 Food li-li
44 Went firat.
45 Former "Weal
Point" of France.
16 Rrhaved.

18 Vend.

60 Wild goat of
Nepal.
61 City in Belgium.
62 Diaburaed.
63 T....1.
DOWN
1 Delicate.
2 l.ii
.
3 Eiaminer, aa In
labor 'Ii-|.n''
2 worda.
4 Vr.lil.lll.5 Washington, for
eiamplr.
6 English
composer.
7 Tease: Slang.
8 Brownie.
9 Type of
magaaine,
10 Spurt.
11 Nobleman.
12 Genesis name.
13 Propound.
18 Reddish-yellow
color.
19 Pilots.
23 Specially
privileged.
24 Wing-footed, aa
a bat.
25 Tawdry.
26 Cowboy'a home.
27 Building
material.
29 Figure of speech.
30 Howdy
31 Trust implicitly
(with "by"I.
33 Itr.ntl.
34 French pronoun.
37 Depth charge:
Slang.
41 Where Pearhtree
Street la.

ANSWER
PUHlf
imnEK 10
TU PREVIOUS
rncvivu; runn
TBCHvevfl'O'

II French city.
45 Immunology
prefix.
47 Beromea scantier.
48 Basketball's Will
the
49 Froth.
50 Hungarian man's
name.
51 2.240 pounds:
Abbr.
52 Brillah gun.
53 Nearness: Ger.
54 Masculine title*:
Abbr.
56 Energy: Colloq.
57 Epoch.
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by Hi mil parker und Johnny lisri

THE WIZARD OF ID

Featherstitch

Bowling
Green
State
University now requires a
"10 per cent higher grade
average" from high school
for women entering Bowling
Green than for men.
An
official
at
the
University blamed the dual
standard on the fact that
"five
times
as
many"
woman apply at the school
than men

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

4° Laborer in
F-gypt.
52 Filtera.
55 Member of the
eetabliahmenl:
2 worda.
58 Not for.
59 Hero of Scott
novel.

"Tickle Your Fancy with"

commission
last
week
"showed housewives don't
know anything about the
amendment," she said
They think it will affect
relationships
between

the law shall not be denied
or abridged by the United
States or by any state on
account of
sex,"
lacks
ratifiction by 17 states to
become law
Twenty-one
states have approved the
amendment
Fight for ratification of
the amendment in Ohio
began
shortly
after
Congressional
passage
Public hearings were held
and most of the opposition
came from housewives and
the AFL-CIO. Miller said
A
telephone
survey
conducted
by
the
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Friday Sept 29.1972

Welcome
FRESHMAN

In tho next fow wooks you will be confronted with manv
decisions. Tho Greek system is definitely a decision that
will confront you in the coming quarters, Sigma ("hi will have
.in open house from 7 to 9 tonight.
Stop in before you go downtown and look around and ask
some questions. See for yourself!
Stgma
Pin
Epulon

Women's gymnastic practice. Women s south gym, 3-5pm

PKHSONALS

All I'KSS A nu-mbers Slop at J-School and sign up wiih
your new campus address

Coming next week
LASALLES
Back in
Campus" College Night
Watch for details

Saturday Sept 30. 1972

FRESHMAN
Sigma Chi

Chess Club. 9am 4pm. Commuter Center. Moseley Pall
Chess lessons 9 10am Everyone welcome
BigSis Little Sis picnic City Park. II Mam
Sunday Ocl 1.1972
Duplicate Bridge match. Ohio Suite Union 1 30pm Open
10 all experienced bridge playtTI with or without a
partner
Monday Oct 2.1972
BG l-eaguc of Women Voters potluck. 6pm, St Mark's
Lutheran Church. 315 S College Bring vour own place
setting For further info call Jane Robb 352-6341

Freshmen • Tickle your
Fancv with Featherstitch
Sat 8-12

Cultural Boost. Pink Dogwood. I'mon. 7 30pm Ms JudyKaufman, staff assist in President Richaid M Nixon

Interested in serving on the
Experimental Studies
Advisory Committee" Three
students required for
academic vear Call 2-2256

WomensGolf Team. 100 Women s bldg. 9pm All women
invited"

RIDES

CONKLIN
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Readers wanted will payCall Colleen 372-1726

IMBSVP*

(pjilon

ZataBela

tsa

i a

Need rtde from anyone
taking Rt 6 or Mermill rd
to or from BG at any hour
Will pav much monev
Please call Roger at 457-2698
after 5
PELP WANTED

Kappa
Sigma

S-jmi AlpNl
fpiilon

RODGERS

Pi Kappa
Alpha

Mia
Tau
Dalta

Phi
Ihtla
Alpha
Tau
Omega

Sigma
Nil

-J

New wine for the heavy
thirst Sunday service II am
I'nited
Christian
Fellowship
Hidge and
Thurslin Col fee. rolls 10 30
am
SCUBA
DIVING?
INTERESTED"^ Scuba
Club meeting ■ Sunday Oct 1.
7pm Wayne Room. I'mon
Non-divers welcome

Ride needed to Chicago Ocl
5th or 6th Will pav call
Kathv - 372 1837
T«i

Light moving & hauling
verv reasonable rales • call
I>el 3524X786

Baby sitter from 2 30 to 6 00
one afternoon which vanes,
should provide own
transportation call 352-3581
or 372-2431
Pma drivers needed-good
deal-drive your own car - for
info call Dave al 352 5265

Coed to clean weekly Need
own transportation Call
evenings 457 2696
Equal Opportunity Employer WSOS Community Action
Commission is now
accepting applications for
administrator, the Pead
Start Program & staff which
includes 7 centers. 12
classes, in a 4 county area
The Pead Start program is
funded (or $310,000 to
sen*ice 228 children Salary
18500-19500 For application
& further info contact WSOS
Community Action Commission. PO Box 671. Fremont.
Ohio 43420

People needed to work as
volunteers thru the UCF
Community
Services
Programs
Tutoring,
recreation.
mechanic.
spec la I ed opportunities
Meeting Oct 3. 7 30pm at
CCF i corner of Thurstin &
Ridge i

forget the Hush meetings
Sunday Oct I. lupni in the
main lounge of your dorm
Commuters meet in Prout'
Coming next week'
LASALLKSannu.il Back to
Campus" College Night
Watch for details
A lavaliering is a nice way
to begin the year
t'ongratulations Dick and Jo
Anne Delt Little Sisses
RUSK PARTY SAT NITE
8pm FEATURING JAKE
McCABE AT TPE PIKE
HOUSE
Congratulations on your
lavalier. JoAnne and Dick
Delta Tau Brothers
Thomas Clay - this year is
twice as special' Pappy
anniversary
Love you
Reeder
Marrietta. congratulations
on finding your lid - good
luck to you and Perbie
Amos and Nanc
Candy, we know you are
happy with that new
diamond Congratulations lo
you Alpha Chi Omega
Coming next week'
LASALLES annual Back to
Campus" College Night
Watch for details
FOR SALE OR RENT

PLAN. DO and TALK early
childhood learning center.
115 E Oak St all day. am
and pm sessions available
352-5039

Pouse for sale - 4 bdrm. 2
story house I block from
campus, remodeled, newroof, with appliances 131 S
Enterprise, ph 353-2373
Garage Sale
243 S
Prospect Saturday. Sept 30.
starting at II am

SERVICES OFFERED

Anyone interested in
working for the University
yearbook, the KEY. is
invited to attend a staff
meeting Mon Oct 2. 7pm. 310
Student Services Bldg

PRIMARY COLORS - BEST
IN BG MUSIC FOR ANY
OCCASION CALL TIM 354
5103

Kathy. congratulations to
you and that Sig Ep man
You make a great pair
Sitter of Alpha Chi Omega

Olivetti Lettera port
typewriter $25 2 girls bikes
$15 and $20 352-7285

Mini

Attention

MUST SELL

Refrigerator rental

Rushees

Don't

AQUARIUM SALE at the
Putch 10 gal tank $5 65 521
S Prospect ph 354-9603

Canon FTb-

Ql fl 4
50mm lens
Guarantee still good Call
832-2360
SELL Ampex 860 recorder
excellent. 3S4-6975
Sale 71 CB Ponda 100 Call
372 4461
71 VW bus. like new. 8000 mi
686-4484
65 Chevy SS clean with many
options, new tires 352-0961
1968 Triumph TR6 make
offer 352-6182
1963 Mi ill no rust $600
Coldwater Hd McClure ph
673
Sport Fury • 383-4 on floor
Newexh battery, alt Single
owner, best offer
124
University Ln 353-8304
Mobile home for rent 197165x12. 2 bdrm. 2 bath furn.
with rnge & refrig
Excellent for small family
or 2-4 student In BG Call
Bloomdale 454-2504 after
6pm
GREEN VIEW \
APART
MENTS 1 and 2 br apts. 9
and 12 mo leases Pool, rec
and laundry rooms, sauna
bath and exercise room. Ox
Roast Serious, but swinging
management 3521195
I or 2 students needed to
share 2 bdrm apts for 4
students, near campus ph
352-7365
Wanted I
roommates
call 372-1461

or 2 male
Palmer Apt

Roommate wanted Male
$75 mo & utilities 318
Palmer. Apt 8
VICTOR APARTMENTS
If you thought we were
rotten last year, rent from
us again' Rats are taking us
over, and the offer still
stands to study bubonic
plague free. Call Hick
Graham ph 352-5903

Friday, S.pl.mb.. 29, 1972, Th. BO N.w, Foo. 7

Committee kills housing bill
WASHINGTON (API Crammed with enough
provisions to anger liberals
and conservatives at the
same time, an omnibus
housing bill has been shot
down by the l'ouse Rules
Committee
By a 9-5 vote Wednesday,
the committee refused to
send the $10 5-bilhon legislation to the l'ouse door and.
in effect, killed its chance
for passage during this session of Congress

Classroom

A room in lh« old library, now th* Gradual* Center, hat boon
converted into a classroom and is also used by the School of
Musk for various seminars.

THE BILL would have
provided funds for two years
lor | wide range or programs supervised by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, including
most ex'.simg t.mns of pub
lie housing
In addition, it would have
provided *40O million lo sub
siduc operations oi city
transit systems which now
receive federal .nd only for
capital expenditures
The Holes Committee
turned down the bill as
cleared by the l'ouse

Banking Committee So the
banking panel planned a
meeting today to determine
whether there should be an
effort to salvage the bill's
most palatable portions, an
unlikely choice because of
the rush to adjourn by Oct
14
The committee is more

likely to seek passage of a
stop-gap bill continuing present housing programs at
the current spending levels
Throughout the process of
molding the legislation, one
group after another found
something in the bill to criticize
Civil-rights advocates ob

OSU dormitory vacancy
due to lack of interest'
a capacity for 1.380 persons
Nevertheless,
the
university must pay $428,000
this year on the principal
and interest of the bond used
to build the structure
A spokesman for the
university said F.narson will
make the recommendation
for the dormitory to the
board of trustees which
meets Oct 1:1

COLUMBUS. lAP) Ohio
State University President
I'arold Knarson plans to
announce a recommendation
today for solving the problem concerning the 24-story
Lincoln Tower dormitory
Because of declining
enrollment and lack of
Student inlerest in campus
housing, the university does
not have enough students to
till the dormitory which has

THE

Armed Services Committee
probe
"I AM greatly disturbed
by what I heard this
morning." Schweiker said,
and Sen Stuart Symington
iD-Moi added separately.
"If the fellow's testimony
was right, more than one
service is involved in
preplanned bombing raids
regardless of reaction."
Schweiker said Groepper
described two raids
involving 15 to 20 aircraft
from
the
II S S
Constellation and a third
raid which was canceled
because
of
weather
Groepper. it was said, did
not go on to two raids, but
was scheduled for the third
The pilots were briefed on
targets to attack, and the

Non-violent activist
to speak Sunday
Danilo Dolci. the Italian social activist whose non-violent
struggle against poverty and Mafia corruption in western
Sicily has gained world-wide attention, will speak here at 4
p m Sunday. Oct I. in the Recital Pall of the School of
Music Bldg
Dolci. one of the three 1971 Nobel Peace Prize finalists,
will speak in 131' S cities as part of a three-week tour of the
United States Pis appearance here will be his second in less
than a vear

TRUCKIN...TO
'little
Pleasures"
124 N MAIN
B.G
Posters
Bedspreads
Fish Nets
Beaded Curtains

Candles
Incense
Cards
Plants

reconnaissance aircraft
trailed, instead of led. the
llight. Groepper reportedly
said
Since the time of the raids
was before the White l'ouse
ordered renewed heavy
bombing ot North Vietnam.
the rules of protective
reaction allowed aircraft to
attack only
it
the
reconnaissance aircraft
received fire and missile
radar signals
GROEPPER'S roommate
and fellow squadron pilot.
U William Moore .lr was
to testify in the afternoon
Committee Chairman Sen
John Stennis iD-Miss i
declined to elaborate
Wednesday on what path the
questioning of the pair
would follow
But he told newsmen

"Two days ago I thought I
wouldn't be here talking
about going oil on another
line 1 have received direct
allegations that there have
been some violations of the
rules ni engagement by the
Navy "
THE COMMITTEE probe
was spurred by the
disclosure thai Air Force
personnel falsified bombing
reports last winter and
spring lo show 1' S planes
has been lirocl on when they
had noi been
Gen
John
l.avelle.
commander ol Air Force
personnel in Southeast tsla
was relieved ol Command as
a result I1 S policy at the
lime lorbade bombings
above the demilitarized zone
unless U S planes were
fired on or tracked by
missile-control radar

Meanwhile. Sen Clifford
Case iR-N J I, who is not a

member ol the committee,
released a letter on the
allegations against
the
Navy
Case said the letter,
received last March, was
written by a Navy lieutenant
junior grade aboard the
Hancock, an attack carrier
Case would not disclose the
officer's name

5'/-. gal
10
15
20
29
55
l?c >

dormitories
Mor r i 11

Tower,

a

companion dorm lo Lincoln,
is in operation this quarter
The two dorms opened five

years ago

WEI COME
RACK
STUDENTS

VARSITY
LANES
?4RRUNSWK.K

I ANFS
Rll I IARDS
jTOCKTAII IOIINGF

1033 S.MainSt.
Ph. 352-5247

KEY STAFF
MEETING
MONDAY,
OCT. 2,7 P.M.:
310 STUDENT
SERVICES
All INTFRFSTFt>.
STIIDFNTS
WFICOMF ;

Great
figure'8

$4.95
5.65
8.95
11.95
17.95
54.95
159.95

"THE HUTCH
PET SHOP"

7:00 SUNDAY

I The Domino People
J are Pizza People, Period.

East Side, New Fraternity Row

GOLDEN OLDIE

I
■ r>/MAiivir%ic
| l/VjrVIII>IVS9

Bowling Green

| PIZZA

»»».

but nobody
noticed

,616 E Woo,,er
t,4>i Ural ili Wiiffi /urn
HMfl /;'. //'in JII.1
rob your nmum u I ft/ /.ii

J Pizza delivered hot.

Pizza delivered great.

• Pizza delivered fast.

Pizza delivered free.

want, anytime you want, without''

5:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

•DOMINO'S
MENU
! Our Superb Cheese Pizza
I 12-inch Regular Pizza
| 16-inch Super Pizza
■ Additional Items

Those Fabulous Sixties
Relive urilh as the fun-filled days ol
thai dizzy decade: the zany assassinations, the kooky cult murders, the
colorful race riots, the amusing repressions, Ihe meaningless drug
deaths, Ihe madcap war in Vietnam,
and the pointless pop culture. All ol
it la Ihe October Issue ol Ihe National
Lampoon, at you' local newsstand.

Olives
Green Peppers
Bacon

I 12-inch Regular Pizza
I 16-inch Super
J Our

DeLuxe

' Ham,

Green

I
I
I
$1.55 I
$2.50 I
I
I
I
I
each 30c
each 50c
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.J

Pepper,

Onion

| 16-inch Super Pizza

I Soft drinks also available.

forming Tou use Tompai tampons, ■
Worn internally, they eliminate ;.
T.mlo Foam .M. rv \
inconirj.
upme protection anj peJic of
mil.I roe tM in.l nct.l fot roM
ludaft jnd lomniin.t

the bother of belli, pins and podi

PeiilOBCd »nli >"ur nr.d* in
mind. N.i bofOMMM ill" "unlit

Vou feel secure and porfictly
lomfoitoble every day o* the monlfc.

$2.75

$4.50

And most imporlont, lampoi
tampon, do owoy with ihe dis
(omfort of chafing and rubbing

diitntb imii bod) IfSTCIM 01 sftcCI
rout ii.ncnl health „,.l well,
buna: limimnv l>jinn (Jinflr

lampax lompons, available In J
Ihiee obiofbem, ,im: Kegulor.

Natural

venient Completely disposable

INCMKI ..I I..U

.ill b>

Super and Junior Heat Confry TompoK tampons and sit

u.c onlr »tte« protection u
n. i.l.J Applied in td.indt. ellcclitl iftiilialil) Sacked or om
ten ycai* ol clinual IcaiiAJ »nd
tile by inilliont o( -omen

Pepperoni
Ground Beet
Fresh Sausage

Pizza—Pepperoni, Mushrooms, ..

I 12-inch Regular Pizza

I

'

ivir worrying about noticeable
bulgti or the possibility of odor

J Sunday thru Thursday
I Friday and Saturday

Ham
Mushrooms
Onions

And oien I you happy1 Tou tan
wear ihf briefest skull, the
slimmest slocks, anything you

I H O U R S i

' Easy to Clean

D & H TRAVEL TRAILERS. INC.
18741 MERCER RD. 354-4022

Room and board amounts
lo $1,335 a year, and a
university official has said
that $290 per year per
student is used to pay the
principal and interest on the
bonds used in build the

As the Rules Committee
was neanng its decision,
some members expressed
concern that if the bill
reached the floor, it would
delay the intent to adjourn
by Oct 14.

521 S. PROSPECT, 354-9603

■ Thin wall insulation providing more room

* Free Delivery

. I.issilicd .is juniors

THE NOW-DEAD bill also
contained
provisions
designed to protect home
buyers from abuse by lawyers, title companies and
others involved in realestate settlements
But critics said those
provisions had been changed
so much that they actually
would have been weaker
than existing regulations

prizes will be awarded

$85

■ 5 Year Warianty

students under 21 to live in
university
operated
residence halls tor six
quarters or until they are

elude the poor and minorities from their neighbor
hoods
Conservatives fought a
provision whieh would have
authorized a new program of
direct government loans to
buyers of low-income
housing

Saturday.
Sept. 30 - Oct. 4

DELTA TAU
DELTA HOUSE

ONLY

' Egg S Butter Stoiage

Classes at Ohm State
began Wednesday
The university requires

O'dell Tank Sale

SHARING YOUR SUNDAY
EVENING AT THE

--BUY A 2 CUBIC
FOOT NORCOLD
REFRIGERATOR FOR

' Freezing Unit with Ice Tiays

choice."

SALE

ALL CAMPUS
CASINO PARTY

WHY RENT A
REFRIGERATOR?

' Aulo Temp Control

SPOKESMAN

declined to say what the
recommendation will be. but
added the dormitory "will
receive extensive study over
the next year "
Jack Nelson, assistant
vice president for Student
housing, said 170 male and
female students are residing
in the dormitory on a
temporary basis
"Within two weeks," he
said, "we will move them to
permanent housing of their

Senate probes Viet bombings
WASHINGTON IAPI - A
former Navy pilot was
described yesterday as
telling a Senate probe that
the Navy as well as the Air
Force launched premeditated bombing attacks
against
North Vietnam
under
the guise of
protective reaction "
Sen Richard Schweicker.
after listening to former A7
Corsair pilot William
Groepper in a closed
hearing, said he felt "some
higher echelon" may be
involved in the raids which
were similar to those for
which Air Force Gen John
l.avelle was relieved of
command
Schweiker said he would
like to have former Pacific
commander Adm
John
McCain testify in the Senate

jected to a provision giving
local
government
authorities the right to veto
low income housing planned
by private builders but sub
Mdi/ed by the government
Critics argued that the
clause would have strengthened the hand of suburbanites determined lo ex-

I MM i
MUM IN tOAM
.. . TWO WAYS

how great it is when nobody
notices Not cvtn you
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Can the Falcons fire-up
for third road contest?
By Don Cissedey
Asiiilut Sport! Editor
Can the Bowling Green
football team be fired up for
three games in a row?
"If we aren't, we're gonna
lose,'' said Falcon coach
Don Nehlen.
Nehlen has the task of
keeping his players psyched
up after a stunning upset of
powerful Purdue in the
opening game and a lowscoring, yet convincing victory over Mid-American
Conference rival Miami last
week
The test will come tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. EST when
BG (2-0) meets Western
Michigan (2-1) at Waldo Stadium. The game is the MAC
opener for the Broncos.
"We can't lake them
(Western
Michiganl
lightly,"
Nehlen
said.
"They'll try to control the
game"

N.~tph.t. by Mania I loni.r

Kicking specialist Den Taylor (6), a freshmon walk-on,
displays hit winning form with Joo Babies (IS holding
during BG't 16-7 victory ovor Miami last woakond.

Specialist

THE BRONCOS will be
unleashing a running attack
that average' 4 1 yards per
carry. Even second string
quarterback Paul Jorgensen
has gained 40 yards in 10
carries.

the Western Michigan offense is fullback Larry
fates, an all-MAC selection
last year and an ail-American candidate. Cates has
picked up 277 yards in three
games at a 5.2-yard clip
Naturally Nehlen
will
gear his defense to stopping
the Bronco ground attack,
with attention on Cates
However. Nehlen denied improvising a special defense
just for Cates.
'•We'll go with the defense
we've got already," Nehlen
said "We're still learning
our defense after five
weeks, so we won't do anything new that will hurt us "
If statistics are any indication. Western's sore point
is the passing game
Regular quarterback Bill
Screws is out for the season
following knee
surgery,
leaving Steve Doolittle (son
of coach Bill Doolittle i and
Paul Jorgensen to divide
playing time.

DOOUTTLE HAS completed 13 of 27 passes, but
he's thrown just one touchdown pass, the only score
the Broncos have had
through the air in three
games.
Jorgensen is only two for
seven in the passing department
His specialty is
carrying the ball.
Statistically. Western is
also hurting defensively,
allowing opponents an average of 24 points per game
Coach Doolittle said his linebackers will be the key to
the
Bronco
defense
tomorrow
The defensive
leader is middle linebacker
Dominic Riggio. who leads
the team in tackles with 33.
Nehlen said the Falcons'
offense won't be planning
anything special for the
Broncos He said BG will try
to win by playing straight
football
The fifth-year Falcon boss
figures to beat Western
Michigan with the basics As

ktM

However, the mainstay of

Harriers seek victory
By Ed Hobson
After losing its opening
meet to Eastern Michigan
last
Friday.
Bowling
Green's cross country team
will be altempting to even
its independent record
tomorrow at Muncie, Ind.. in
a meet against Ball State
University
The loss was only BG's
third in its last 29 dual
meets
Ball State finished 18th al
the NCAA championships
last year, while Bowling
Green finished seventh.
BG's 21-40 win over Ball
State last year was one of
the only two setbacks suffered by the Cardinals
THE FALCON harriers
are led by seniors Steve
Danlorth and Tracy Elliott
The co-captains placed one-

two in the Eastern Michigan
meet "They should hold
their own almost anywhere
they go." said coach Mel
Brodt
Ball State takes pride in a
consistent attack, which is
usually led by first man
Steve Wynder. a senior. Bill
Gavanaugh, a junior, and
Larry Pusey. a junior col-

lege transfer. However, the
top six or seven Ball State
harriers tend to finish close
in a pack.
"We have to break up
their pack in order to win."
said Brodt. "Our two teams
are very evenly matched
and I look for a close score."

BALL STATE defeated

IM notes
Students interested in officiating intramural football
games for pay should contact the IM office. 201 Memorial
Hall.
Anderson Hall reigns as the 1971-72 residence hall IM
sports champion. The overall championship is the second
straight for the team. Compton Hall finished second.
In the fraternity division. Sigma Phi Epsilon took first
place honors Sigma Alpha Epsilon placed second
Bill Ehman. a junior from Dallas, Texas, was selected as
the outstanding IM athlete for 1971-72.

Purdue University in its
debut, but then lost to Miami
last Saturday.
Last year, the Falcons
soundly trounced Ball State,
21-40. This season, seven of
Ball State's top runners are
returning from last year's
squad
"Ball State is a much improved team. They've been
working longer than we have
and have run one more
meet, which is all-important," Brodt added
Alongside Danforth and
Elliott on the nine-man Falcon traveling squad are Dan
MacFarland. a
surprise
freshman from Setauket. N.
Y ; sophomores Tom Preston and Bruce Vermilyea;
juniors Duane Banks and
Craig Macdonald; senior
Bob McUmber and Joe
Meringolo. a freshman from
Bayville. N Y.

Canadians win series
MOSCOW I API - There
was anger and erstacy in the
Team Canada dressing room
last night after Paul Henderson's desperation goal 34
seconds before the end of the
game provided a 6-5 victory
over Russia
The ecstacy belonged to
Henderson, who had won his
second game in the eightgame series which Canada

won 4-3 with one game tied.
And it belonged to Phil
Ksposito. who scored two
goals in the finale And it belonged to winning goalie Ken
Dryden
The anger was that of
Alan Eagleson, involved in a
third period uproar thai
threatened to turn the tense
series into a war
"This is the happiest mo-

ment of my
Henderson said.

career,"

DRYDEN unbuckled his
heavy equipment and said.
"This has to feel greater
than winning the Stanley
Cup."
Ksposito agreed:
'•J_was more emotional in
this series than I ever was in
the Stanley Cup.

"The biggest thing that
got to me was that first
game, which we lost 7-3.
Then there was everybody
booing us..."
Head Coach Harry Sinden
said, "All of you criticized
the professional player for
playing only for money This
series has proved their integrity and their character.''
Boris Kulagin, assistant
coach of the Russian team,
said: "This is what happens
when two great teams meet
We were not weaker than
the Canadian team in this
game We lacked a little supporting luck

Court ruling
favors WHA

Tomorrow

The Falcon soccer loom seeks n» second straight home
triumph tomorrow at 7 p.m. at tho toccor field •O defeated
Doniton in it't tooaon oponor, 2-1.

BOSTON (API A federal
court judge yesterday
opened the way for National
Hockey League players to
jump to the rival World
Hockey
Association
by
refusing to issue a temporary restraining order
against
former
Boston
Bruins standouts Gerry
Cheevers and Derek Sanderson
U.S. District Court Judge
Andrew Caffrey rejected the
Bruins' request for the restraining order against Sanderson and Cheevers. two o(
the highest paid NHL
players to have jumped to
the WHA, a league which
begins play next month.
Cheevers. a goalie, has
signed a multi-year contract
with the Cleveland team in
the WHA, while Sanderson,
a center, signed with Philadelphia, reportedly for more
than $2 5 million

•^^tf»

HeeWOjssOj by Merits J. loniar
Quarterback Joe Babies,standing among a
tea of Red jerseys, releases a pass against
the Redskins' defense.

of yet, he hasn't spotted any
signs of a letdown by the
Falcons
"THEIR ATTITUDE is
good I haven't noticed differently," Nehlen said
Nehlen also has more confidence in the kicking game
after good performances by
freshman Don Taylor in the
first two games Nehlen said
he won't be afraid to
attempt a field goal if the
Falcons are in range.' However, he might be less inclined to kick if tailback
Paul Miles breaks loose
after being held to 84 yards
in two games. Nehlen said

the Falcons will try to
spring him tomorrow.
"He'll (Milesi have the
ball a little more against
Western," Nehlen promised
"He's too good not to break
loose sometime."
Missing tomorrow's action will be defensive left
end Bill Montrie along with
back-up fullback Jamie
Henneberry
Montrie injured his right knee and
Henneberry has a pulled
hamstring.
Defensive halfback Rick
Newman and wingback Bill
Pittman also are questionable starters

Doolittle views
strong challenge
Staff Special
"Bowling Green presents
a big challenge to our
football
program."
said
Western Michigan coach
Bill Doolittle in a telephone
interview yesterday
The statement brought to
mind comments BG coaches
made before the seasonopener at Purdue
"I WANTED to cancel the
game," joked Doolittle.
whose team is considered a
darkhorse in the MidAmerican Conference race
this season. Then turning
serious he added. "BG did a
great job on Purdue and
Miami They are in a good
psychological position as far
as the conference is
concerned
"BG is a good football
team Coach (Donl Nehlen
has really brought them
along "
Speaking about his club's
mental attitude. Doolittle
said. "Practice picked up
this week because of the
MAC influence. The players
sense it However, I must
admit, it was not the best
week of practice."
DOOLITTLE ADMITS his
Broncos will be watching
BG's star Paul Miles
"Anytime you have a 100-

Cooch Doolittle
yard a game back and don't
key on him. you're making a
mistake." he said "(Phili
Polak is a mainstay in the
backfield too. That's a good
one-two combination.
"We can't go to sleep on
them." he went on. "We
must also watch out for
i wingback Tony I Bell."
What can the Falcons
expect tomorrow afternoon?
I think we will have a
few
surprises."
said
Doolittle "I guess every
team has some in a different
ball game."

What to do with
"Homecoming"?
We the Homecoming Committee need your help (opinion)
in deciding what is best for BGSU in 1972.
This is the 50th Anniversary and past Homecoming
Queens will be a part of the celebration.
This is our way of finding out what the students want for
Homecoming.

Below are several alternatives which could be
a part of "Homecoming" Fall Weekend. Check
the alternatives you find appealing.
—Foil weekend with no (queen or comparable)
election.

—Fall weekend with a Queen and Court. (Selection based on activities, personality, appearance,
poise & service).

—Fall weekend with hosts & hostesses selected
(People to serve as official hosts & hostesses) for
various university events & functions throughout
the year.
—Other Suggestions.

—Foil weekend with students honored for outstanding service to the University.
Include ideas lor the selection process

Help make this a golden Homecoming
Return to
1. Your Residence Hall main desk
2. Sorority or Fraternity housemother

3. The Commuter Center
4. The Student Activities Office
405 Student Services Bldg.

No later than noon today

